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Using data recorded by the CLEO-II detector at CESR, we report new measurements of the branching
fractions for the decays of the charmed baryon Lc
1 into pK2p1p0, pK¯ 0, pK¯ 0p1p2, and pK¯ 0p0,
all measured relative to pK2p1. The relative branching fractions are
0.6760.0460.11,0.4660.0260.04,0.5260.0460.05, and 0.6660.0560.07, respectively.
@S0556-2821~98!05705-1#
PACS number~s!: 14.20.Lq, 13.30.Eg, 14.65.DwSince the first observation of the lowest lying charmed
baryon, the Lc
1
, there have been many measurements made
of its exclusive decay channels. As it is difficult to measure
the production cross section of the Lc
1 baryons, decay rates
are typically presented as branching ratios relative to Lc
1
!pK2p1, the most easily observed decay channel. How-
ever, fewer than half of the Lc
1 hadronic decays are pres-
ently accounted for. Measurement of these modes is of prac-
tical as well as theoretical interest. Here, we present
FIG. 1. Invariant mass plots for the 5 different decay modes of
the Lc
1
.measurements of the branching fractions of Lc
1 into
pK2p1p0, pK¯ 0, pK¯ 0p1p2, and pK¯ 0p0, all relative to
pK2p1. The last of these is the first measurement of this
mode. The other modes have been previously measured but
with considerably larger uncertainties than in the present
study.
The data presented here were taken by the CLEO II de-
tector @1# operating at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring.
The sample used in this analysis corresponds to an integrated
luminosity of 4.8 fb21 from data taken on the Y(4S) reso-
nance and in the continuum at energies just above and below
the Y(4S). We detected charged tracks with a cylindrical
drift chamber system inside a solenoidal magnet. Photons
were detected using an electromagnetic calorimeter consist-
ing of 7800 cesium iodide crystals.
Particle identification of p , K2, and p1 candidates was
performed using specific ionization measurements in the drift
chamber and, when present, time-of-flight measurements.
For each mass hypothesis, a combined x2 probability Pi was
formed (i5p ,K ,p). Using these probablilities, a normalized
probability ratio Li was evaluated, where
Li5Pi /(Pp1PK1Pp). Well-identified protons peaked near
Pp51.0 while tracks that were identified to not be protons
peak near Pp50.0. For a track to be used as a proton in this
study, we required it to have Lp.0.8, which eliminated
much of the background, though with considerable diminu-
tion of efficiency. For kaons we applied a looser and more
efficient cut of LK.0.1. We have chosen these cuts using a
Monte Carlo simulation program to maximize the signifi-
cance of the signals. The proton identification requirement
resulted in an efficiency that is strongly momentum depen-
dent, being over 95% for momenta less than 1 GeV/c , fall-
TABLE I. The number of Lc
1
’s found with xp(Lc).0.5.
Mode MC width ~meV! Signal
pK2p1 16 101096191
pK2p1p0 22 26066165
pK¯ 0 19 10256 40
pK¯ 0p1p2 15 9856 65
pK¯ 0p0 27 7746 52
57 4469BRIEF REPORTSTABLE II. The measured relative branching fractions.
Mode Relative efficiency B/B(pK2p1) Previous measurements
pK2p1 1.0 1.0
pK2p1p0 0.383 0.6760.0460.11 0.7220.2210.32 @5#
pK¯ 0 0.218 0.4660.0260.04 0.4460.0760.05 @4#
0.5560.1760.14 @6#
0.6260.1560.03 @7#
pK¯ 0p1p2 0.187 0.5260.0460.05 0.4360.1260.04 @4#
0.9860.3660.08 @5#
pK¯ 0p0 0.115 0.6660.0560.07ing to 25% at p52 GeV/c . The kaon identification is rather
efficient, with a mean value of 94% when averaged over all
momenta. In order to reduce the large combinatoric back-
ground, we required xp.0.5, where xp5PLc /AEbeam
2 2mLc
2
is the scaled momentum of the Lc
1 candidate. Approximately
60% of Lc
1 baryons from c c¯ continuum events passed this
requirement.
The K¯0 candidates were identified in their decay
Ks
0!p1p2, by reconstructing a secondary vertex from the
intersection of two oppositely charged tracks in the r-f
plane. The secondary vertex was required to be displaced
from the beam spot by at least 1 mm in the direction of flight
of the K0, and each of the daughter particles was required to
be inconsistent with coming from the beam spot. The invari-
ant mass of the K0 candidate must lie within 9 MeV/c2
@around 3 standard deviations ~s!# of its nominal value.
The p0 candidates were selected through their decay
p0!gg from pairs of well-defined showers in the CsI calo-
rimeter with a reconstructed invariant mass within 3s of the
p0 mass. In order to reduce the combinatorial background,
each g was required to have an energy of at least 50 MeV,
and the p0 was required to have a momentum of at least
300 MeV/c .
The resulting mass distributions for the 5 modes are
shown in Fig. 1. Each peak was fit to the sum of a Gaussian
signal distribution with width fixed to that obtained from
CLEO’s GEANT based Monte Carlo simulation program and
a second order polynomial background distribution. The sig-
nal widths used and the resulting signal yields are tabulated
in Table I.
The efficiency for each Lc
1 mode was calculated using
the Monte Carlo simulation program @2#. The reconstruction
efficiency of the Lc
1 decays has some dependence on the
resonant substructure of these states. In the case of the
pK2p1 mode, the Monte Carlo generator produced a mix-
ture of non-resonant three-body decay together with D11K2
and pK¯*0 decays, according to their measured branching
fractions @3#. These three types of decays had slightly differ-
ent reconstruction efficiencies, so that including the substruc-
ture changes the efficiency by De/e50.02 relative to 3-body
phase space. The difference in detection efficiency for
pK2p1 ~non-resonant! compared with pK2p1 resonating
via pK¯*0 was found to be '10%. We have also investigated
the dependence of the reconstruction efficiency of the other
modes on a possible resonant substructure, including allmodes involving an intermediate K*. In no case did the sub-
structure produce as large a change in efficiency as that noted
above. The poor signal to background ratio did not allow a
detailed measurement of the substructure. The efficiency cal-
culation took into account the K0!Ks0 and Ks0!p1p2
branching fractions ~see Table II!.
We have considered many possible sources of systematic
error in the measurement. The main contributors to the sys-
tematic uncertainty came from the following sources: first,
uncertainties in the fitting procedures, which were estimated
by looking at the changes in the yields using different orders
of polynomial background and different signal widths ~15%
in the case of pK2p1p0, but much smaller for the other
modes!; second, uncertainties due to the unknown mix of
resonant substructure in the multi-body decays ~up to 3%
depending on the mode!; third, uncertainties due to p0 find-
ing ~5%!, checked using the partial reconstruction of
D*1!D0p1, D0!K2p1p0 decays, the Ks0 finding ~5%!,
found by comparing Ks
0 yields in the data and Monte Carlo
simulation using a large variety of different algorithms, and
track finding ~1% per track!, found by a detailed investiga-
tion of track parameters in D*1!D0, D0!K2p1 decays;
and fourth, uncertainties in the reconstruction efficiency due
to the particle identification criteria for protons and kaons
~4%!, found by checking the agreement of Monte Carlo
simulation of the energy-loss and time-of-flight measure-
ments with the data from topologically identified L!pp2
and D*1!K2p1p1 decays.
These uncertainties have been added in quadrature to ob-
tain the total systematic uncertainty for each mode. As the
measurements are of ratios of branching fractions, many of
the systematic uncertainties cancel.
There are three main types of quark decay diagrams that
contribute to Lc
1 decays. The simplest method is the simple
spectator diagram in which the virtual W1 fragments inde-
pendently of the spectator quark. The second method in-
volves the quark daughters of the W1 combining with the
remaining quarks. The third method, W exchange, involves
the W1 combining with the initial d quark. Unfortunately all
the decay modes under investigation here can proceed by
more than one of these decay diagrams, and their decay rates
are not amenable to calculation. Furthermore, our results are
expressed as ratios of the branching fraction to that of
Lc
1!pK2p1, and there is no reliable measurement of the
absolute branching fraction of this or any other exclusive
decay mode, further hampering a comparison of experimen-
tal results and theory.
4470 57BRIEF REPORTSIn conclusion, we have measured new branching fractions
of the Lc
1 into 4 decay modes, measured relative to the nor-
malizing mode Lc
1!pK2p1. The results for three of these
modes are in agreement with, and more accurate than, pre-vious measurements. We have made the first measurement of
the decay rate of Lc
1!pK¯0p0. These measurements help
account for the total width of the Lc
1 and increase the un-
derstanding of charmed baryon decays.@1# Y. Kubota et al., Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. A 320, 66
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